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About This Software

The amazing PlayClaw video capture tool gives customers incredible power!

PlayClaw has been designed to make full use of multi-core processors and hardware accelerated H.264 codecs, which ensures
the outstanding quality of the output with a minimal impact on system performance. PlayClaw will record full HD videos of

your gameplay with high frame rates with your audio commentary with minimal possible performance hit!

The other nifty feature is PlayClaw’s ability to render helpful overlays over game screen. PlayClaw will show you who's
speaking in games using Teamspeak 3, leading to better teamwork. Check your GPU/CPU load and temperatures right in game

with PlayClaw's overlays. Overlays are fully compatible with the latest versions of Windows and graphics engines.

At A Glance:

Capture game video with optional recording game audio
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H.264 encoding with hardware acceleration (Intel QuickSync, NVidia Encoder, AMD VCE encoder)

Streaming to YouTube, Twitch and other RTMP services

Special capture desktop mode in Windows 7, 8/8.1 and 10

Adjustable video recording frame rate and size

Up to 16 audio sources

Unique pre-recording feature

Output in multiple formats (AVI, MP4)

Capture screenshots

Various overlays: voice overlays for Teamspeak 3, FPS, CPU/GPU statistics, timers, etc.

Webcam overlay support

Support for 3rd party overlays via plugins system.

Multithreaded compression code

Realtime audio preprocessing engine

Profile-based settings

Compatible with PunkBuster & Valve Anti Cheat
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Title: PlayClaw 5 - Game Recording and Streaming
Genre: Audio Production, Software Training, Utilities, Video Production
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2-cores CPU with SSE support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel/AMD/NVidia graphics card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Additional Notes: Administrator rights to run software are mandatory.

English,Russian,French,Hungarian,Polish,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I would first like to say that this game was excellent.
The gameplay is not only fluid, but really great for a 2d sidescrolling puzzle game. I'm not gonna lie I did in-fact get stuck on a
few parts of the game, it was really thought out and I really enjoyed the challange. Since each of the characters do different
things\/different abilities, I found myself really getting into that intrinsic part of the game. I can't remember the last time I've
played a game quit like this and thought that in order to progress you need use Dante, Malice, and Elliot at different times just
simply neat.

I would say one of my favorite things in Grave Danger was the banter between the characters, it wasn't over done and actually
quite funny. The music was also really fun and really good. One last thing I would like to comment on was the fact that I ran into
very few bugs, considering this was from what I can tell the first game from this developer.

I would highly suggest playing this sweet little game.. I genuinely just want to get back to farming, what kind of bs is it that you
make over half of the screenshots of the game about the farming aspect, when really that only lasts a couple minutes ingame.

Absolute bs. I was looking for a chill game that I could play during class without getting too caught up or bored out of my mind,
and I thought I'd actually found something. Just let me get back to the goddamn farming, or at least give me my 4 bucks back..
TLDR: Three out of the four golden weapon reskins are weapons that I actually use.

Support Specialist AA12: Used because of Scrakes and Fleshpounds
Sharpshooter Handcannon: Used because of close-quarters bullet penetration ability
Berserker Chainsaw: Not used because of lack of movement speed bonus
Firebug Flamethrower: Used because of crowd control. I actually wanted to write a positive review for this game since it felt a
little like this game was going for a reverse difficulty curve. Because in all honesty if you manage to beat the first 3 bosses I'd
say especially if you grab 2 or all 3 of the secret characters you will be pretty good for a good portion of the rest of the game.

However I got to a boss called I believe it was called the Hell Fiend. When it gets low on health it starts spamming meteor. At
this point the fight goes from doable, to brutal VERY FAST. Most low hp characters will auto-die from the attack, and the
others will be left with very low health. It took forever to get to this point and I'm not starting anther playthrough. SO AVOID
THIS GAME. Please I need support with this game.
When I want to play online > quick match > I choose my clan and says ready but then nothing happens, seems like waiting for
players or what?
Nothing happens if I keep it like that, what is worng is it a bug or something?
I bought this game to play with people online, did I waste my money??. Short. Sweet. Immersive. Well made. Free.

Why are you still reading this? Try it!
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I wanted to like this game but there are so many things wrong with this game it riddicoulous that they are even selling this game
for 15 euros.Glitches ,bugs,poor level design,clumsy controls and to top them all the achievements dont work.
Stay away from this one,trust me.. Before Fading Hearts i've played TONS of Visual Novels and Dating Sims. I knew nothing
about Fading Hearts before I decided to pick it up not knowing what to expect. From the main store page it seemed interesting
enough for the $10 I paid for it. I have to say, I was quite dissapointed to be frank.

First I'm going to go over what I liked about the game. The gameplay was really interesting and fun, definitely felt more closer
towards a Dating sim. You get stats you can raise by doing various activities throughout the day and the stats (usually) have some
effect on the game, such as how much money you get and beating certain monsters in the forest. There is a combat system,
though not very in-depth, was entertaining for the first few times. And the game strongly encourages and is ment to be played
with multiple playthroughs for all the endings, even including some cute dialouge at the end of each playthrough that provide
hints on what to do on your next one.

One thing that interested me into buying the game was the "Player-Active Storytelling! NPCs tries to manipulate you, the
player!" feature on the store page. I seriously did not feel this at all, in any of the playthroughs. I felt fully in control the entire
time as with every dialogue option you can easily see what the consequences were and what path you were going to go down.
The "Players can actively manipulate story mechanics once they understand how they work." was just a fancy way of saying
choose A or B like you do in any other game\/VN, nothing intuitive there.

You get stats and other progress bars that you can raise that can influence your money income, and combat stats. It had very
good potentional to be very good but in the end it was pointless. You honestly don't need money that much, the only time you
really would need to spend money is on things to obtain even more money. You don't need to touch the system at all and can do
very well without, theres no real benefit it was a waste of time. You can also choose to do various excercises and train magic
spells as well for combat. However, to reach the ending that relied a bit on combat you didn't need to be very strong at all. Once
you hit a certain threshold (which isn't very high) it was pointless and a waste of time. It would've been nice if they added
something that required or rewarded spending more time on raising those stats.

However, the thing that bothered me the most, is that the story was absolutely terrible. I definitely felt like it was more
gameplay oriented storytelling than an actual story. Of course the story changes with your actions (as expected with multiple
endings and such) but each time I was never satisfied. The climaxes to each ending felt very bland, and the actual endings were
extremely cliche and predictable. The characters are REALLY flat and I'm not talking about their chests. They have little
personality and no development whatsoever. Side characters are pretty irrelevant and you only speak to certain ones to obtain
endings.

Lastly, the game is super short. I spent about 15 hours on the game but really thats because I left the game on while I fell asleep.
Each playthrough is about 30mins-1hour long at most. If it takes longer, thats because you're trying to figure out what to do to
get the other endings which won't take long. You can probably get all the endings in one sitting if you wanted.

The game had a lot of potential but I felt like it was released a bit too soon or the writing could've been better. The idea and
design was good but it had no depth whatsoever.. ... You Can See The Monuments In Diplomatic Mode People.... This is
something new! It is a cute game.
Wish I play more games like this.
The color scheme and art are pleasing to the eye. There are no saving slots here so do not screw up on the first date.
The characters are charming - each in its own way ...
They are all so cute so I couldn\u2019t kill any of them.
While playing this game, I stopped feeling like an awkward asocial animal- and find a soulmate.. some challenging puzzels, ok
story line, graphics could of been better.. By far the funniest of the collection cause i literally couldn't stop laughing time after
time! best thing i've put time into in 2018 and highly suggest it.. A unique physics-based game wherein you control a swarm of
semi-independent particles. Your powerup determines how they behave. You simply battle your swarms against the enemy and
deplete theirs to destroy the enemy.

A blast to play, & certainly very hard to master. Also, gorgeous representation.. 7.5/10
This is nothing but a clickfest.
I LOVE IT!
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It's pretty short though (got 100% completion in 90 minutes), so it's only useful as a little time killer or when you just love
clicking stuff like crazy while listening to a nice soundtrack.
Oh and when you want to enlarge your knowledge about photosynthesis.
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